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The Annual Meeting of the Ohio Academy of Medical History will be held on Saturday,
April 13 at Heidelberg University in Tiffin, Ohio

Program

9:30 a.m.

Morning refreshments

10:00

Emil Pinta, M.D., The Murder Trials of Harry K. Thaw (1907 and 1908) and
Dr. Arthur Waite (1916) and the Perplexing Concept of “Constitutional
Inferiority”
The murder trials of Thaw and Waite were “celebrity trials” that received
widespread newspaper coverage and brought psychiatry and psychiatric
diagnosis into the public’s awareness. Thaw, the son of a railroad multimillionaire shot a well known architect during a Broadway musical. He
was found not guilty by reason of insanity Waite, an amateur tennis
champion murdered his mother in-law and father in-law and was found
guilty of first degree murder. Thaw was diagnosed with “constitutional
inferiority” and Waite was diagnosed with “moral inferiority,”
considered a variant of constitutional inferiority. Highlights of the trials
and expert testimony will be presented, and the various meanings of
“constitutional inferiority” will be explained along with its evolution in
modern terminology.

10:30

Maggie Heran, MLS, Creating New Spaces and Drawing New Faces: Lloyd
Library and Museum Brings Science, Art, and History to Life
A 2006 renovation of the first floor of the Library was the beginning of
many exciting changes and opportunities that shed increasing light on the
collections. These things led to increased attendance and attention both
locally and worldwide. The Library has become a “trendy” place to see
exhibits. Beyond the Library walls, the website features online exhibits, a
virtual store and windows into the collections. The Library has emerged
from its once insular existence to one with increasingly expansive
collaborations with regional institutions, interaction with subject-oriented
exhibits, researchers, and artists, and a provider of reference to patrons
around the world.

11:00

Short Break

11:15

Charles Cerney, M.D,. and James Hennessy, M.D., The History of
Cardiology as Depicted by Diego Rivera
Rivera (1886-1957) is a famed muralist. Among his many works is a
diptych (two panel work) on the history of cardiology that was
commissioned by the Institute of Cardiology in Mexico City on the
occasion of their opening in 1944. Two papers will discuss the
significance of the Rivera diptych. Dr. Cerney will present the project
and describe and show the cardiology pioneers of the first panel. Dr.
Hennessy will continue with pictures and biographic items from the
second panel.

Noon

Lunch and Business Meeting

1:00

Mary Ann Burnham Ph.D., R.N. and Mary McKelvey, Ph.D., R.N.,
Identification of Roach’s Concepts of Caring in Sophomore Nursing Students at
a Women’s Prison
The concept of caring has been identified with nursing since its
professional organization. Several theories of caring have been
developed and some adopted for instruction and implementation in
nursing programs. This study’s aim was to identify caring attributes
exhibited in a group of sophomore nursing students who had their
maternity experience in a women’s prison. A focus group of six students
responded in a semi-structured interview about their experiences with
pregnant prisoners. The interview was recorded, transcribed and
analyzed for Roach’s five caring concepts. The qualitative analysis
revealed that sophomore nursing students manifested the caring concepts
in their experience with pregnant prisoners.

1:30

James Edmonson, Ph.D., Object Lessons: What We Can Learn from Patented
Medical Artifacts
This talk reviews the history of patenting medical instruments and
technology and what can be learned by following patent numbers and
the stories behind them. Starting from an 1898 surgical set owned by
Frank E, Bunts, a founder of the Cleveland Clinic, I unearthed details
about the impact of antisepsis and asepsis on instrument design and the
transformation of the American instrument making industry from 18901930.

2:00

Robert A. Buerki, M.D., The Pharmaceutical Symbolism of O. Henry
While many Ohioans recall that O. Henry was incarcerated in the Ohio
Penitentiary for embezzlement, very few know that he was a pharmacist
and that his stories reflect his professional background. A content
analysis of O. Henry’s writings shows how much his writings reflect his
professional background.

2:30

.James Hennessy, M.D., The Crime and Trial of Dr. Charles Snook at OSU

3:00

Adjournment

Members have received registration materials by mail.
Non members are welcome to attend but must register by April 3. To register
send your name, address, e-mail, and a check for $20.00 payable to The Ohio
Academy of Medical History to: Dittrick Medical History Center, % Jennifer
Nieves, 11000 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, OH 44106-1714.

